Introduction:
According to Osman (2001) retailers decide what image their stores should project to specific target market. This requires information about the target markets, but also on these store attributes the market perceived as important when selecting store. Store image is considered as an important factor in influencing store choice and patronage behavior. This has received increased attention from practitioners and academics (Berry 1969) . Store image influence the way in which customers evaluation and choice a store (Kleinhans 2003) store image cues therefore influence customers decision making process which result in store choice. (Baker et.al. 2002) Consumer behavior is defined as study of buying units and exchange process involved in acquiring, consuming and disposing of goods, services, experiences and ideas. Visual merchandising is defined as the presentation of any and all merchandise at its best (i) colour coordination (Synchronized colour), (ii) accessories (related products / props), (iii) self-explanatory (descriptive / illustrative). The world of visual merchandising is all about fascinating tools of display which help transform shoppers into shoppers, walks by into walk ins, and passers bys into passers -who buy!
Review of Literature:
Donovan and Rossiter (1982) Portrayed that consumer behavior is mostly due to emotional response brought about by the store environment. In this scenario, it is then astute to not only assume but to know that the consumer affective state (mood) affects judgment or information processing (Bakamitsos and Siomkos 2005) Hirschman (1981) pointed out the understanding of how consumer acquire cues from shopping experiences, advertising, peer report and so forth, and how these cues are translated into a cognitive configuration which forms their store image, appears to suffer from a lack of conceptual and empirical research. Kunkal and Berry (1968) defined store image as the total conceptualized or expected reinforcement that a person associates with shopping at a particular store. Thus the original conceptions essentially argued that store image is www.scholarshub.net developed from consumer objective and subjective perceptions learned overtime. Porter and Claycomb (1997) suggested that customers associate their feeling, thoughts and impassions with the stores and these factors affect their patronage and purchase behavior. This premise is live with that of Stern et. al. reported that the purchase choices are influenced by the store image. Hirschman (1981) offered a definition that begins to touch on the process of image development and information. According to this definition store image is a subjective phenomenon that result from the acquisition of knowledge about store as it is perceived relative to other store and accordance with the consumer"s unique cognitive frame. Anselmsson (2006) developed and validated a scale of measure the "Satisfaction of Customers", w.r.t. shopping malls that included different factors such as store atmosphere, physical facilities, promotion, merchandise, services and post transaction satisfaction. "Store environment is an important element in retailing given that 70% of purdduases won an impulse buying or unplanned purchases". Dunne and Lusch (2005) though the element that exist in the store environment retailers can create stimulistumuli that would trigger or drive consumers to buy more stuff outside of their plan. Store well designed environment and accordance with the specific target market will be able to create emotions or mood that is conductive to shopping. Theories about the store environment and elements in it that will be used in this study specially refers to the theory by Dunne and Lusch 2005. Visual merchandising also known as the "Silent Salesman", is the science and art of suggestive selling by display and presentation. V.M. focal point are located strategically to circulate the customer in the stone and communicate the features and benefits of the merchandise beside the in store promotion in vogue. Havaldar and Casvale (2015) suggested that the planning starts with store ambience, while shopping may still be an inevitable chore, the retailer can make the experience "pleasant" by creating the right ambience-brightly lit, well displayed, clearly marked aisles and shelves ready product information etc. The store "ambience" Modern retail outlets are not only a place for the customer to buy a product of his choices, but a place where he enjoys doing it. Modern retail makes shopping a pleasure and it is the store ambience that makes this possible. It takes a lot of thought, money and effort to create the "right" ambience. The Leisure shoppers are more interested in the ambience and the environment within the store. For him shopping is a pleasure. He has plenty of time and has come to the store or shopping mall to generally have a good time. Incidentally s/he may also do some shopping. Life style stores could be a good example. The dictionary of retailing defines point of purchase communication as the promotional signs and interior display, often located at the point of sale or alongside displays of merchandise. P.O.P. displays have become integral to retail today. They help reinforce in store product branding, enhance retail sales floor communication and provide information to the customer. The basic function of P.O.P. in a retail store is to induce sale. It works with advertising and sales promotions to reinforce the messages being communicated. Himayun Khan (2016) suggested that before people purchasing something they typically wants an idea of what it will look and feel like. To accommodate this need you can setup merchandise display in a such way, people identify with and could envision in their own home. Apparels retailers do this by creating policies, the most tried and true example of would be mannequin and props, its style according to latest releases, which help to communicate the concept of store image. The music play in store has a profound yet subtle effect on how customer behaves in store and enhances impulse buying behavior. Aditi R. Khandelwal (2013) portrayed that proper lighting is necessary for visibility of products, it can be used to highlight merchandise to capture a mood or feeling that enhance store image. Colour is most visually stimulating tool which helps in creating positive effect on the customers psychology. Different colour signify different things so retailers have to be very careful in choosing colours for walls ceiling and floor. Author also pointed out about fragrance, it captures senses instantly and changes the mood of the customers entering the store. Smell is considered to be fast track to the system in brain controls both emotional and memory. When music combines with smell it has positive impact on impulse buying behavior. Signage is also a vital element of the stores front attracting the customers attention. Signage refers to sign, label, shelf tag and other identification signs to provide direction, prices or information. Signage realizing the value of strong store front. Many retailers like shoppers stop have employed unique design combining its black and white identity. Barista Cafes signage is brightly configured and along with its brightly lit façade.
Objective of the Study:
[1] To study the influence of store image on shoppers behavior. [2] To study the importance of store ambience. [3] To identify store atmosphere influencing of the customers moods, emotions and attentions.
Research Methodology:
In this research convenience random sampling technique is used. A total 45 questionnaires are distributed among the respondents out of 45 questionnaires 39 were used as a valid respondents (n=39). This study is descriptive in nature so primary data are collected through survey questionnaire and secondary data collected from books, journals, magazines and internet.
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The questionnaire consists of two parts, first part pertains to the demographic characteristics of the respondents and part second of the questionnaire presents the opinions of the respondents about retail store impression and shoppers behavior. A close ended (Dichotomous) questions are used as a scale of measurement. The period of study is November 2016 to December 2016.
Conclusions:
This study finds that, customers satisfaction towards store impression is depends on visual merchandising, self service facilities, use of lighting, signage, colour & soforth are most stimulating tools which helps to create a positive effect on the customers psychology and can reinstate the image of the customers psychology. This study also highlighted that, music, fragrance (Sweetness of smell), point of sale formulates subtle effect an emotional buying motives. Use of mannequins, festoon, balloon, bunting, posters, shelf on hire (SOH) for particular brand are seminal organs of good store ambience, it makes shopping as a pleasure.
The leisure shoppers and teenagers are more interested in good ambience of the retail store. According to the study of store image 85% of respondents agreed that retail store image and visual merchandising have two sides of one coin and store design is the combination of exterior and interior of the store.
Suggestions :
-Store image accelerates impulse buying motives in the minds of shoppers through aids of advertising. Prozone Mall may also adopt the same for better results. -Visual merchandising and window display must be matched with present life style of the customers and flourish subtle effect on buyers" behavior. -Suitable lighting, music, colour and display of mannequins" dectates moods and attention on the minds of the shoppers. 
Data Analysis and Interpretation:

